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Bestselling children's author Kay de Silva presents â€œDinosaurs". The book uses captivating

illustrations, and carefully chosen words to teach children about the â€˜great lizards'. This series is

known for its beautiful full-color images. The description in large text is simple enough for young

readers or for a parent to guide a child through. There are also picture captions that provide more

information to talk about with your child. Alternatively, a child of any age (even the child in you) can

just look at the images and appreciate their beauty. This book depicts the wonder of the world of

dinosaurs in all its glory. Children are given a well-rounded understanding of these magnificent

creatures: their anatomy, feeding habits, and behavior. The following dinosaurs are featured: * The

fierce Allosaurus * The gentle Brachiosaurus * The deadly Deinonychus * The awesome Diplodocus

* The strange Elasmosaurus * The spiky Kentrosaurus * The tiny Peteinosaurus * The huge

Plateosaurus * The flying Pteranodon * The slow Stegosaurus * The powerful Tylosaurus * The

awesome Tyrannosaurus Get this book at this special price exclusive to the  Store. *** Your child

will love it - this is guaranteed.***
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Wow! I've always been a dinosaur lover but had no idea their reign as kings of the Earth, sea and

sky was so long...over 180,000,000 years is most impressive!Being a children's book it's a quick

read and parents will get enjoyment out of reading it to their kids.The color photos look awesome.



First one threw me off because it looks a lot like a Tyrannosaurus but I read the caption and it's a

Tarbosaurus. Never heard of that one before now so thanks for teaching me something new. It's my

belief that each day I learn something new is a great day regardless of what else happened that

day.Also, I'd always just thought of fossils as solidified bones. Didn't know there were 2 types. When

you start talking about anatomy the backdrop on the photo is breathtaking. a Tyrannosaurus with a

tropical landscape in the near ground and ice-capped mountains in the background. What would it

have been like to be alive to see them? I can only dream. I'd definitely visit Jurassic

Park!Whoa...that Triceratops/Stegosaurus hybrid is a must see!Excellent book and in spite of my

fascination with dinosaurs since I was a little boy this book taught me things. Pick up this book to

learn and enjoy dinosaurs.

This book was purchased for reading aloud to my kindergartener. The pictures kept his interest

while I read the pages of the book. The book is set up in sections of about one page each. Each

section has a short explanation, going through different subjects, then different types of dinosaurs. I

think it was the perfect length for an early reader. I enjoyed sharing the book with him, and I'm sure

we will reread it over and over until he can read it by himself. I definitely recommend this book.

This book was an entertaining read from start to finish. Filled with lots of facts about dinosaurs

including where and when they lived, what they ate and what may have caused their extinction. The

book starts off with helpful information about the basic body structures then goes on to present more

common dinosaurs and pictures and facts about each. I liked the information on the sizes of each

dinosaur. It really helped me to visualize them better. Kids and adults will find this an interesting and

informative book.

This was a pretty good book. If you have children and enjoy teaching them about things like this

then this book is ideal for you. If you are just curious and would like to learn more about dinosaurs

yourself then this is also the book for you. This is definitely a page turner for me and the people I

know. My roommates little girl greatly enjoyed flipping through this book with me. It has a good

picture to description ration throughout the book. It not only keeps the children interested it keeps

the adults interested as well. I completely recommend this book to any parent looking for a fun way

to include learning with the use of electronics. It works very well with the Kindle app as well. I was

not expecting the book to hold my attention for the amount of time that it did because I have never

really been that interested in dinosaurs. This book was holding my attention the entire time I was



flipping through it. Thank you for the opportunity to read and review this book. It was well worth my

time.I must state that I did in fact receive this product at a discounted price in return for an honest

review of the product. I hope to honestly review all products that I receive to help others in their

search for a good product. My review was completely unbiased and 100% honest.Thank you for

your time.

Nothing here you can't see almost anywhere else. A handful of unremarkable jpegs, a few brief lines

of explaining and faux teaching. Troll around on the internet for ten minutes and you'll learn as much

and pro ably stumble on something more amazing than this small online pamphlet.

This Dinosaur Book is another of Kay's great books about animals. I love that the books are written

to encourage conversations with your children. Every age should enjoy this book. I can see an older

child reading this with a younger sibling.The pictures alone are certainly worth the price of the book

and the new color kindles will make them stand out. These are wonderful books to have on your

kindle to pass waiting room time or any other wait time.The dinosaur pictures and information were

fascinating even to this grandma sharing the book with a little one.Buy this book and watch for the

series to purchase more.

I bought this because my grandson has to read for 20 minutes every day and fights me about it. I let

him pick out this book for the Kindle, and he read the whole thing the first day, well beyond the

required time. He was amazed that I could pronounce all the dinosaur names until I explained the

Uncle Matt was obsessed with them at age ten. After, we talked about the book for quite a while. It

was the first time he enjoyed reading.

There were dinosaurs here that I had never even heard of. The illustrations are fantastic --- that one

of the stegosaurus is so colorful and gorgeous! The text is also easy enough that any age child

(aside from the wee babies that is) should be able to understand most of this book without trouble.
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